Hamilton County Ohio, Lease Books from 1794 to 1988*

Years   Lease Books and comments*  Note indexes mentioned are on microfilm at Recorder's Office

1794 - 1848  Leases recorded in Deed books "A" through "W2"; indexed in Deed Index Books 1 and 2.
1848 - 1851  Leases recorded in Lease books # 1 - 4; there are no indexes.
1851 - 1901  Leases recorded in Lease books # 5 - 122; Lease Indexes 1851-1874, 1874-1898, 1898-1901.
1901 - 1931  Leases recorded in Lease books # 123 - 213; only indexed in the rear of each book.
1971 - 1979  Leases recorded in Lease books # 316 - 338; only indexed in the rear of each book.
1979 - 1988  Leases recorded in Lease books # 339 - 359; there are no indexes

Lease Indexes.

1848 - 1865  Leases recorded in Lease books # 1, 2, 3, 5 and 6 through 16, 18 through 25. 
  books 1, 2, 3, 5 have lessee and lessor surnames indexed by H.C.G.S. volunteers in 2018
  books 6 to 16, 18 to 25 have lessee surnames and some lessor surnames transcribed by volunteers 2018.
  books 26 through 49 are in process of transcription during 2019.

Original lessee and lessor surnames indexes listed above are on microfilm at the Recorder's Office or Cincinnati History Library.
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